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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Attt-rnoon, July 23, 1968

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Collision
Is Reported

10. Per Copy

Karam To Speak At
Men's Rally At
Jonathan Creek

Vol. LXXXIX No. 174

Top Soviet Hierarchy Will
Leave Country For Meeting

The annual rally for western Kentucky Baptist men is
A traffic collision was report- scheduled for Saturday, July
By HENRY SHAPIRO
•Lation," aria the Soviets, ared at 9:45 p.m. Monday, July 27, at the Jonathan Creek BapMOSCOW (UPI) — The moun- guing that Czechoslovakia may
22 on Highway 94 east. Cars in- tist Assembly
tam n today prepared to move to be going capitalist and is cerVernon Scott, UPI writer wrote
volved were a 1964 Pontiac, driJimmy Karam, Baptist lay- Mohammad For the first time tainly harming Communist milithis
week
reminding
column
1962
a
a
ven by Onyx B. Ray and
man from Lit- in history the entire Soviet tary security. The observers
us of the cliches made popular
Comet driven by Rosemary
tie Rock, Ark., party presidium is leaving the said the outcome may also set a
by movies of the past.
Chumbler. The Ray car was gowill address country — for a showdown pattern for the remnants of the
ing east on Hwy. 94 when the
the group. He meeting with Czech reformers crumbling empire that Josef
Chumbler car, going south on
He gave several examples which
is owner of in the former Russian satellite. Stalin built.
Robertson Road failed to stop
we print below for your retwo men's cid; Political observers said the
Security Problem
Any
highenjoyment.
collection, and
and skidded out onto the
thing stores in outcome of the Soviet -Czech
The Soviet security problem
if young folks who never heard
way, into the path of the Ray
R o cit summit may be momentous.
unprecedented,
possibly
as
of them can hear them by
tar, according to Deputy Sheriff
and was conIt could settle the crisis be- equalling the tommygun precati
watching the late shows on TV.
Curt Willoughby.
verted in 1959. tween the Czechs. struggling tions taken when Stalin went to
Passengers in the Chumbler
Karam, a for- for what they
call "democrati- Tehran during World War II
Linda
Workman,
a
saloon
Leah
The oil wildcatters in
car were,
mer glambler
to meet President Roosevelt and
Kingins.
showdown; This town ain't big
Driskill and Vicki
Karam
a n d skeptic,
British Prime Minister Winston
enough for the both of us
They were taken to the hospit- devotes a great deal of his time
Churchill.
al. Linda Driskill was treated to speaking to men's Christian
Blackie".
Mr. and Mrs. Soddy Spann 'scoots* tbs keys to the new 14161 Ptymoutti Satellite front
Plans were so secret that
and dismissed and Miss Chumb- groups throughout the United
Jim Irby, president of the Conaway County Fair Board. The couple won the car at a drew*
some observers said the Soviet
The
overnight.
remained
The Air Force chaplain to the
ler
States. He has delivered his
leaders may already be on their
kw at the conclusion of the hair lest week. From left to right above are Jim Johnson, master
colonel: "You can't send those
other two girls are reported to testimony at more than
500
way to meet Czech party First
14
ceremonies,
Mu
Debbie
Edmonds,
19611
Fair
Queen,
Mr.
and
children
and
Mrs.
Sperm
111, boys up again in those old
be in satisfactory condition.
churches and has appeared with
Secretary Alexander Dubeek.
said Irby.
Photo by Charles fubbs
crates. It's suicide".
the Billy Graham team in the
Going from Moscow were
Little Rock, Philadelphia, and
such leaders as Communist parPoor boy-6 rich girl: "I can't .
Los Angeles Crusades.
ty Secretary General Leonid I.
marry you, Jeannie. I'm from
Thomas H. Shelton, Kentucky
Brezhnev, Premier Alexei N.
the wrong side of the tracks"
Baptist Evangelism Secretary,
Kosygin, President Nikolai PodThe CHA-3 Kenpo Brother- who arranged the Jonathan
Baptists in Kentucky are co- gorny — the commonly called
Trapped cowboy and his it i
a junior Creek men's rally, said Karam operating with other denomina- big three of the Kremlin—plus
hood Club has fc
sidekick, surrounded by Ind- I DA NANG filPD — Maj. Gen.
class for boys a ., .45. Any- would speak at approximately tions this summer in sponsor- other presidium members inians: " 'slr Ringo. I got al Robert F. Worley,. .vice cornThe annual meeting of Mount one interested ia Dining the seven p m.
ing a ministry to vacationers in cluding the gaunt, durable par,
Air.
U.
S.
the
7th
launder
of
plan."
Pleasant Cemetery, near Clay junior class may go to the club
The rally will begin at 3:30 recreation areas.
ty ideological chief; Mikhail Suwas
killed
Vietnam,
- Force in
tons Store in Henry County, — 611 Maple Street — plek up with an old fashioned hymn
4111
One project is a chaplaincy slov. There are 11 members in
41day when his plane was shot
Heroine of the old prison pictTenn, will be held Friday, July ,an application form, carry it singing and a barbecue supper. and worship service
"
ministry the Soviet patty presidium.
own by Communist ground fire
ure looking at her man behin
26. Brother William Johnson home and have his parents help
for the Land between the Lakes
It could be compared with
Departbun: "Where did I let you S miles northualst of Da Nang,
Police
Christ
will
of
Hazel
Church
of
Murray
The
him fill it out and sign it, then
,section of western Kentucky.
the departure from the United
down, Jimmy? -We could have the Air Force reported.
ment investigated two"- traffic be the speaker at the 11:00 return it to the club. If a stuFor several years western States at one time, in, one
FR-4C
piloting
an
was
Worley
made it together".
accidents yesterday in the city a.m. services.
dent meets the requirements
Kentucky Baptists have parti- group, of the president, The
photo reconnaissance jet, a of Murray. -No injuries were
A basket lunch will be held he will be immediately accept- Mr James Williams
cipated in the Land between vice president, the speaker of
second
The
said.
Gangster, as he is being hand- spokesman
at noon. Ice for the drinks will ed and training will begin the The Ledger and Times
reported.
the Lakes Area Ministry at Ken- the House, the House and Sencuffed by police: "'There ain't pilot in the plane parachuted to
Murray, Kentucky 42071
At 3:25 p.m. a 1962 Chevrolet be furnished. Everyone is in-- next class training period.
tucky Lake and Lake Barkle ,
. ate majority and minority leadCarter
Williams:
-no jail in the world that can safety and was rescued.
Elmo
Mr.
James
Dear
vited,
especially
those
interestdriven by
Any parents wishing to see
Since the mammoth I.BL deve- ?rs, the chief justice, the secWorley tiecame 7th Air Force of Mayfield was traveling east ed in the upkeep of the ceme- how training at CHA-3 Kenpo - You certainly have a right as
hold me coppers".
lopment is a TVA project, guy- retaries of state and defense
vice commander in July, 1967, on Main and a 1987 Ford Van tery.
. ernment officials
Brotherhood Club is carried on, an individual and as an editor
have ruled and the national chairman of
bescheduled
to
had
bebn
and
Couple carrying on an extraOwned by Superior Cleaners,
may visit the club at any time. to disagree with, even to mil- that any nsinistry to the area the Democratic and Ftepublican
for
staff
of
depu*:chief
marital romance and the lead- come
Murray, and driven by Gary
Training time ler senior stu- else the decisions of the Su- must be coordinated through parties. It marked a sort of
ing lady cries: "John. Ave can't operations. headquarters, Pad- Dan Lamb of Almo, was parked
dents is Wednesday evening I preme Court. You have the this interdenominational organ- salute to the size of the East
tic Air Force, Sept. 1.
go on like this".
morning right to say that all our trou- ization. Other groups belonging European crisis.
on the Northeast corner of the
6:00-8:00, Saturday
square, The van was backing
9:30-11:30. and Sunday after- 'tiles can be laid at the door of to the Land Between the Lakes
Soviet Compromise
Producer rushing up to a chorout and backed into the path
noon
o 1:30 3:30. Training sess- Chief Justice Earl Warren if an,
Area Ministry include Luther.
It also marked a sort of
JohnCapt.
and
Mrs.
George
ine just before opening curof the Carter car according to
ions for junior students are you think so (though you are
Episcopal, Catholic, Discip- Soviet
compromise
gesture.
son III, and children. Bruce and held on Sunday evenings 4:00- ignoring the eight justices
jobwho les
tain: "Gloria Glamour has quit,
the -iolice report.
lea of Christ, Church of Christ, The Kremlin leaders had called
dt4,.4
- their
kid. Can you remember her
Damage tolhe Carter car was!Terri have returned Lo their 6:00 and Monday evenings 6:00Presbyterian and Methodist.
for the meeting to take place
Bro. James E. Lawson will to the right rear fender and to home in Ft. Walton Beach, Fla. 8:00.
b
this t beenim e).
songs".
Each denomination belonging on their soil — in Moscow, Kiev
be the visiting evangelist at the van on the left front door. after visiting with Mrs. JohnYou also have, however, the to this organization,
however, is or Lvov. But Dubcek said he
• And the leader of the posse the revival services to be held
responsibility as a newspaper left free to work out its
The second accident occurred son's mother, Mrs. Luvean Mauown was wary of leaving CzechosCumMount
Pleasant
brother
Jerry
Maupin
at
the
pin
and
at
WRANGLERS TO MEET
eyo
diutrorpatopesreeis tnhoat tdhisetonrteewds
hollers "We'll head 'em off
at 10:25 p.m. on the IGA parkto campers and vaca- lovakia during the crisis for
Church.
Presbyterian
family.
They
also
visited
and
berland
by tmioiniesrtsry in the Land between his drive to give his countrythe pass"
ing lot.
Services will be held startThe Wranglers Riding Club misleading headlines such as the Lakes area
George M. Powell, Bossier with other friends and relatives
.
. The man who men a largerjneasure of free
will have a business meeting the one on the front page of has carried the load for the dam and independence.
After seeing a lot of the old ing Sunday, July 28 and con- City, La., driving a 1967 Olds- in Murray.
Friday. August -mobile was parked in frontAfter July 26, Caul, Johnson Thursday night at 8:00 o'clock. the July 18 Ledger and Times:
pictures a person could almost tinuing
outreach of Baptists into the reMost sources here said the
know what the next line would 2.
IGA and was backing up to will be stationed in Thailand The meeting will be held at "Fortas take Fifth Amendment sort development for the past talks would probably last no
charge
one
will
be
in
U.S.
Air
Force
for
Rogers
with
the
D.
J.
the court house and every mem- before the Senate". Justice several years is Earl Warlord, longer than two days.
be ir, a given circumstance.
turn around and hit a utility
year.
of the song services. The pas- pole.
Fortas did not take the fifth missionary for Blood River Asber is urged to attend.
All Eastern Europe watched
the
former
and
the
Mrs.
Johnson,
amendment, and yo o as an in- sociation in the Murray area. Romania and
As • kid we always went to see tor, Bro. Harry Green
Damage was to the back bumYugoslavia have
formed editor know that he did
the western pictures. The plot congregation invites everyone per and left rear fender, ac- Letitia Maupin and children,
Warlord recruits from the gotten away with breaks from
Bruce
and
Terri,
George
IV,
to
attend.
always
report
guy
NOW
YOU
KNOW
not.
He
answered
as
he
did
the
bad
police
simple,
the
was
cording to
five participating Baptist assocwill reside at 117 Berger Place,
because under our American iations in western Kentucky to
lost and the good guy (who
(Continued on Page Six)
where
Beach,
Fla.,
Fort
Walton
by United Press International system of checks and balances conduct worship services at sewore a white hat) always won.
employed
by
Johnson
is
Mrs.
Sixteen
JI
DAUGHTER
IS
BORN
Hawaii has nine square miles in the three parts of govern- lect places throughout the LBL
You could almost count on the
Stewart and Barr, Attorneys-at- of inland water.
ment he knows that judges resort area each Sunday mornclosing scene as one where he
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gilbert of Law.
should not be required to an- ing. The services, consisting of
and the girl rode off into the
Taylorville, Ky., are the parswer for their decisions to any hymns, prayers, the taking of
setting sun.
James Glenn Wilkerson, age ents of a baby girl,
Valarie Jo,
A First
other branch of the govern- an offering and a short sermon
RIDING CLUB
16, of Downers Grove, Illinois, weighing 6 pounds
7 oz. born
NEWPORT, R
—The ment — just as congressmen or devotional thought, are conThe passage of time is so fast drowned in Kentucky Lake
that one an hardly conceive of Saturday near Paris Landing at Monday, July 15 at Louisville
The New Providence Riding first dramatic Production given under the constitution have im- ducted informally close to the
Baptist
Hospital. Grandparents Club will hold
it. Here it is July 23 already. about 11 30 a.m.
a meeting Thurs- by a professional company of munity from inquiry elsewhere sites where vacationers are
are, Mr. and Mrs. James GilCorn has tasseled out, July
day night, July 25, at 7:30 p m., actors to be performed in New for their legislative actions. camping.
visWilkerson.
who
had
been
*$
Fourth has already passed, iting his father Baker Wilker- bert of Almo Heights and Mr. at the Riding Club. All mem- England was presented in New- This is not "taking the fifth
The Baptist ministry to the
part on September 7. 1761.
amendment",
county schools start about this son of South Fulton, Tennessee and Mrs Ralph Riley of Stella. bers are urged to attend.
Barkley-Kentucky Lake region
long-eat
you owe_the public a has been exparicied---1311s—eunis-next month, the
for the summer, was swirdmIng
a ter
) Doherty a
correction of the headline.
mer, thanks to the Home Misday has already passed, some with a group of young people
Bowling Green, Ky., passed aSincerely,
Sumach leaves have already from South Fulton Baptist
sion Board and the Woman's
way Monday, at 3:00 p.m., at
Emily Wolfson
turned red, you can spot some Church when the incident ocMissionary Union of Kentucky
the Bowling Green Hospital.
trees,
Gum
Box
1229
Black
College
Station
in
Both these groups gave $500
red leaves
curred.
Death was attributed to an illMurray, Kentucky
toward the purchase of a trailer
and summer in general is racHe is survived by his father,
Ed Note: Dear Mrs. Wolfson: to house a missionary couple ness of six months. He was 68
ing right along.
his mother, grandmother, two
You are absolutely correct in who are now working full-time years of age.
half-brothers and a halfAistas.
Survivors are his wife, PauTfee Heritage Journal, new
your
statement that a correc- among the campers
• One can get an idea how the
— water measured by lakes, that, after all, fully explains
line Doherty of Bowling Green,
publication of Investors Herittion
should
be
run
on
Mr.
Fort•
The
couple,
May Fly feels in his short 24
Me
e
and Mrs. two
rivers and oceans — had been the ease by which the latter resisters, Mrs. 0. T. Davis of
age Life Insurance Company
hour life. He may be born at
the predominant factor in his cruited the former to insurance. -as' taking the fifth amendment. James Buie of Southern Sem- Murray. and Mrs. Henry
BrewAllen
of
edited
by
Trout,
life
carries
teenage
He
did
not,
but
as
you
indicate inary at Louisville, were ap6:00 p.m., has a
Sports Crazy in General
life before Mr. Waterfield enington of Cave City, Ky., and
a story about William C. Nall
about an hour, grows into yowls/.
ticed him to the blind date with
For the husky boy was sports he did not answer because of pointed Home Mission Board one brother, A. A.
Doherty of
of Murray, and how he got inmanhood or womanhood by
insurance.
crazy in general, and football other protective devices. Al- summer missionaries and as. Murray.
Ray Mofield has been-named
though
I
was
in
complete
error
midnight, and has reached mid- as vice-chairman of the Ben- to the life insurance business.
signed
to
the
project.
Jr.,
was
They
Clayton
Nall,
His
sister,
are
William
crazy in particular.'
He- was a member of the
The entire story is being re▪ dle age by 6:00 the next morn- ton Municipal Hospital by the
born February 23, 1920, at Ful- Mrs. Ed Norris, lived at Mur- in my headline, I still am of simply visiting informally a- Broadway Methodist
Church of
below
for
printed
the
he
many
day
next
that
Mr.
the
opinion
Fortas
the
mong
noon
the
campers, serving as
ing. By
ton, the youngest of three chil- phreesboro, Tenn., where Cenboard of directors of the .hosBowling Green.
has reached the ripe age of a- pital. Harvey Selwitz was nam- friends of Bill, who is well dren of William C. Nall, Sr., for tral Hi had a crack football could have given some kind of a visible reminder of the
The J. C. Kirby Funeral Home
answer In "Mr. church's concern, and function.
bout 80 and by 6:00 p.m. he has ed chairman and Darrell Cope, known here as a sports enthus- 30 years ass' agent for Metro- team. So he bade Clinton Hi reasonable
of Bowling Green, is in charge
iast.
as counselors when spirit.
• departwd this life. The May secretary.
politan Life. When he was 12, goodbye after three years and Thurmond, which would not
of arrangements, where funand
Nails moved to Clinton lived with Mrs. Norris through have in any way jeopardized ual help is requested. In addit- eral services will be held
IP Fly lives for only a day
Medical staff officers are Dr.
Bill Nall, Murray, got into the
Thursa
as
his
standing
Supreme
ion,
they
are
possibly his greatest contribut- Keith Ellis, chief of staff: Dr.
circumstances
Murfreesbodevoting
his senior year at
some of
where the web of
the life insurance business by
Court justice, nor violated any I their evenings to showing mov- day, at 1C:00 am, with Rev.
ion to life is that he makes
was to bind him and Mr. Wat- ro, graduating in 1939.
well Roberts, secretary; -Dr. the odds that,
John
C. Brinson officiating.
occasionally, turn
ies with a spiritual theme to
pretty good fish bait.
Ceaches at Vanderbilt and
erfield into an associationship
Harold L. King, chairman of a blind date Into a
Burial will be in the Fairview
lifetime of
all the campers who wish to atUniversity of Tennessee tried {Centiflood on Page Six)
Dr. domestic bliss.
utilization - committee;
Cemetery.
tend.
They are hatching out now.
to recruit the all-star end, but
George McClain and Dr. J. R.
It was in the spring of 1961
he
Clinton
to
tobereturned
Miller, members of the utiliza- when he answered his
telecome sports colutnnist and adSpeaking of time passing rapid- tion committee.
phone at Murray to hear the
vertising salesman for The
ly, we never see the wrestling
voice of Harry Lee Waterfield.
Hickman County Gazette, of
bears anymore They had them
Unbelenow-nst to him, Mr. Watwhich Mr. Waterfield was, and
when we were a kid. The bear
WINS MASTERS DEGREE
erfield had been named prestill is, the publisher.
IN wore a muzzle, collar and chain
sident of the newly-organized
"It Can Happen Here," - was
and the fellow would let him
Vernon W. Gantt of Murray company then domiciles! at
the title of his weekly sports
wrestle (we called it rassle) the Route Two, will receive his Lexington, but now ensconced
column and, reflecting the colkids.
Masters Degree from Ohio State at Frankfort as Investors Heritumnist's outgoing personality,
University at Athens, Ohio at age.
It was widely read throughout
Today if a fellow had a bear the end of the Spring quarter, "What Is It?" "Insurance."
Jackson's Purchase. Then came
which could wrestle, he would according to a release from the
"Bill, I want you with me,"
Pearl Harbor and readers of
have to carry $200 thousand university.
said the voice at Lexington.
"It Can Happen Here" saw its
dollars in insurance, have a
"O.K., what is it?" replied the
last appearance as an expanse
license from the SPCA, put
voice at Murray. "Insurance,"
of blank space with this tiny
chase a city license, county lic
came the answer. Of.., I'm
message: "Howdy, folks. Gone
bear in a spec
ense,
carry
the
with you," said Mr. Nall.
•
Jap hunting. That's all." •
ial trailer with a special lie
And still with us he is. As
He Was Berthed at Guam
cetera
et
and
ense, et cetera
the big, hearty, cigar-chewing
gilt that tiny message signalThe life and times of today are by United Press International manager of Region One of Ined the start Df wartime advenPartly cloudy today through
just not conducive for wrestlvestors Heritage. headquarterture of infinitely greater magWednesday with widely scattering bears.
at Murray, Mr. Nall and his
nitude. Mr. Nall first .shipped
ed mostly afternoon and evenstaff are consistent producers
Bill Nall, left, manager of on the Merchant Marine out of
We don't know how the fellow ing thundershowers. High to- year in and year out.
Heritage New Orleans, shepherding troop I.
Investors
Region
One
who owned the bear made out ay 86 east to 94 west. Low toAnd lie does it by native wit Life Insurance Company, with transports and
supply ships
in those days, but he seemed sight 68 east to 76 west.
and ipgenuity. For Mr. Nall nev- Dell Holmes, director of insencr through the Panama
Capal.„
to get by All right.
er went ao.college. And water training for the company.
Tills TBAILI'll is being used by Mr. and Mrs. Jamea Buie, Horne.
* MissiOn Beard
(Continued on Page Six)
stammer appointees, in a ministry to the Land between the Lakes area this summer.
•
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Pay Doosn't

Fit
ST LOUIS (UPI I -Attorney
Fred M Joseph accepted aPpointment as St Louis County

January 1, ISO.
lee N. sok serest, Marrey. ILeatneiry 0171
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUBL/SHER

Sheriff as a civic duty after the
death of Sheriff Prank L Malone

V.reserve the right to reject en) Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
or Pubbe Voice items which. In ollr opinion are not for the bast
interest of our readers.

But Joseph, who is six-feettwo and weighs 245 pounds. says
he doesn't want to keep the
sheriff job when his term ends
Dec 31 Joseph said, "The Job
days $12,500, and I eat $12,000
worth of food a year"

wrrisaR

00, lie.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE
Madison' Am, Meombia. Tenn Time & Life Bldg, Now York N.Y..
Stephenson Hadg., Detroit, Michangered at the Post Office, Murray. Eastadny. for transmission am
Second Class Matter
&DESCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week Roc, per
asanth $ilo In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. &AO;
Loma I & 2. &In Elsewhere SILOS. All service aubsalptiona OLCO.

Finally
With Soviet teems la their land, the Czechs fear a repeat of what happened in Budapest
(above' a dorm years ago-Soviet tanks enforcing Moscow's ulll over the HuliXerienh•

nue Owartaaillag

Clete Mese at a Oamemailly is the
• Neemagapse
briegrity of II

TUDAY - JULY 23, 1968

Quotes From The News

WALLsEND. England (DPI)

—Ninety-five enthusiasts who
paid their membership fee 27
years ago to the Wallsend Golf
Club may soon be able to play
on the club's course. The local
council has finally found a site
for the course. But the club's
secretary wondered how many
of the original members still
played golf. He has since taken
up bowling.

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
Indian Ufe
Expsictancy
DA

NANO, South

Vietnam - Marine

Lance

Bob Hughes of Independence, Iowa, newly

Cpl.

NEW DELHI (UPI —A child
born in India today can expect
To live 50 years, according to
government statistics. Only 15
years ago, life expectancy in
India was 32 years.

arrived in

Vietnam and on guard duty when his post came under
rocket and mortar attack:
"They tell me your first attack is the worst. I hope
30, because I couldn't get a much worse feeling than I
had last night."

Leslie

PARIS - Designer Louis Feraud, explaining his new

in the Communist bloc pits Czechoslovakia party boss Alexander Dubcek ileft and his liberalism against Soviet party boss Leonid Brezhney and the rest of the
Warsaw Pact satellites The Czechs in effect told critics to • Mind your own business."
GROWING TENSION

microminiskirt that barely covers the models' bottoms:
"Fashion has to follow the direction of life."
WASHINGTON - Postmaster Gen, W. Margin Wat-

Bock

HOLLYWOOD
UPI I -Leslie
Caron makes her first
American movie in more than
two years when she stars in
"The Beginners."

son, citing further

problems that could develop after
reiedential deliveries or. Saturday are eliminated:
"Monday mornings will be an impossible problem.
;The post offices are physically not equipped to handle

Business
Briefs

WSM-PI WLAC-TY WSIXTV WIEN-TY
Channel 4
Channol 5 Channol 8 Channel

the backlog of two days' mail."

TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Watt.. Sports
I Lees len
Mom
Co
?Volley Days G4
=
.
a

'W Na.,
15 VIM. • loans
, Dream •
JsewWs
1111 Shewcase 6$
:15 "

SAN QUENTIN, Calif - Sister Marie Michells, one
of two Roman Catholic nuns who went into San Quen-

1

Frlencl's

Bible Thought for Today

10'':11';*
1
12:15

of us.

:4

TL

WEDNESDAY

PUZ

:4 Werskie

;-11

James Shelton is in Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn., suffering with four broken ribs, a punctured lung,

and..facial

MO

Noah Jones died yesterday in Highland Park, Mich.
Funeral services will be held at Salem in this county,

610

Personality

Mrs. John Bowker ind Miss Marilyn Bhtler will give
a joint senior recital at the Fine Arts Building, Murray
-411

State University, July 24.
11

Donnie Danner homered after his twin brother Ronnie had doubled in the last Inning to give the Murray

12

a 8-6 victory over Benton in the
first round of the regional tournament played at Benton.

C

2
3

Edward 0. Carlton who is at present llt&

the

:•

-

Mr. and Mrs W. Z Carter announce the engagement
of their daughter, Carolyn, to Johnny, Reagan, son of
Mr. and Mrs John Reagan of Bismarck, Mo.
Mr and Mrs R H Hood have as their guests their
son, Richard Hood and Mrs. Hood of Louisville
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Aluminum in Cars

TORONTO IUPI I — The
amount of aluminum in the
average automobile will almost
double in the next 10 years reThe . Cfna'llinge
of Si,..
ports Michael Irving, editor of
E winnow ino
"_'•ates _Remo,. Canadian Paint and Finishing
/wee eatery
magazine.
*Iresti.•
--- • Irving says aluminum is receptive to a broader range of
Anishes than any other material in industrial use and predicts the amount of the metal
in a car will grow from the
present 71 to 125 pounds by
1977
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COLON EL CHICKEN
of Kentucky, Inc.
is -corning to

MURRAY!
he
.. follow the crowd to
doruttoStreet
next
- theatre.

Cook's Jewelry
500 MAIN MEET mattormRings

The site is selected, ground broke),
c,onstruction underway. Soon
we
'll be
open for business. Be sure to attend
our Grand Opening
so you can sample
the grandest chicken ever '(if you
haven't already).
The secret's in the
marinade at Colonel Chicken. It's a special
formula that shoots
juicy tenderness all the way through. The outside's
pretty special too
-- so try us.
We'll tell you when we're open for
chicken business
... but if we forget
to mention it, just follow the crowd to

WALLIS DRUG
Phone 753-1272
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TULSA. Okla .1.7PI , —Latest
American Petroleum Institute
reports show that domestic
taxes on the petroleum industry and its products reached a
record high of nearly 610.5 billion in 1966 That figure represents an increase of 38 per
cent since 1960
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Romantic Load

BUENOS AIRES 4UPI)
Industry accounts for
per
cent of Argentina's gross national product
Although the
country -Is known for its agriculture, farm production accounts for about 16 per cent of
national output
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Carlton, and his brother. Robert, also talked with them.
The Bear Creek Girl Scout Camp on Kentucky Lake
Murray is the camp director.
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Calif. • UPI) — A
University of California pomologist says mechanical shakers
harvest fewer peaches and less
"choice grade" fruit than hand
picking, but the losses are
within the range of economic
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He was taking Mr. Bernie
Miller who was in a critical condition to Nashville, ac-
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Lawrence L. Claypool said
recorded losses during two
years of field trials in mechanical harvesting were 7.5 per
cent. He said losses could _he
as high as 10 per cent and still
be economically feasible

Peach-Picking

And

urity
NEW YORK 'UPI, — The
uter. only a generation
old, has reached maturity — it
!can boast for the first time of
-used" computer market
"Second generation computers, introduced only five years
ago are rapidly being replaced
by- their original cameras-sold to firms needing extra capacity. or those getting their
first computer and who want
to start gradually." says Leon
Weissman. chairman of the
board of The Computer Exchange. Inc.
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Louts, Mo., 16-year-old
George Wallace Jr. shows he's an ardent supporter of his
father's presidential aspirations
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Wilhelm Equals Cy Young's
Record Of 906 Appearances
Ey PEED DOWN
UPI Spells ,Wriier
Wye Wilhelm was asked in
the spring of 1263 whether he
feared baseball's sophomore

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Sports
on TV

TUESDAY — JULY 23, 1988

David Buckingham Wins
Junior Golf Championship

THURSDAY, JULY 25
husks.; while winning 128
10:30-11 p. m.—Munson Outgames and losing 106 Young,
9 voosesseseecLli
se
asi
z
e-t
a Mall-of-Fanner who set the doors . . Ch. 8.
iz
i i4Wat
iZi
David Buckingham of Murray sudden death playoff with Chuck
•••
record between 1890 and 1911
fired a steady 71-72,143 to cap- Toler of Mayfield.
SATURDAY, JULY 27
when relief specialists were
ture the overall championship of
Toler finished third in the 14-15
12:30-1 p. m.--Car and Track the annual
unknown, pitched 7377 innings,
South Highland Ju- Year-olds bracket after losing the
"What's that?" replied the won 511 games and lost 315.
nior Invitational Golf Tournament playoff to Murphey after both finretied pitcher who had appear14 p. m.—Baseball .
The Cleveland Indians took
played Thursday and Friday.
ished regulation play with an idened in 71 games for the New over sae possession of second 4After an even-par 71 in the tical 161.
York Giants in his rookie 1953 place in the American League
4-6:30 p. m—Wide World of opening round Thursday, BuckIn the 12-13 age bracket, Bill
Le old with a 7-3 victory over the Sports . . . Ch. 8.
sosion. "I've got
ingham came back on the final Fowler of Paducah took the top
round with a 72 to win his cham- trophy on the second hole of a
knuckle, haven't If riot% beet Baltimore Orioles, the Boston
pionship by five strokes.
SUNDAY, JULY 28
Red Sox defeated the New
By VITO *YELLIN°
kept going up to Cepecia trying any Ibis you ever Ow."
Steve Brien of Mayfield turned playoff with Eric Hoffman
wearFifteen
11118
years
and
I
Cal.
the
Yankees
add
12:30-3
7-6
York
Baseball
in.
p.
of May.
.
•
to commie him.
UPI Sports Writer
ances WM reporters pothered ifornia Angels beat the Min. Braves vs. Philliee . Ch. 4. In an even-par 71 on Friday to field after both finished with
Schoendienst defended h ii
go
with
his
77
around Wilhelm *may 1111012 nesota Twins 6-5 in other AL
2-4 p. in. Soccer . . Wm& to win secondon opening day and 174's.
schen.
Fowler turned in twin 87's on
Chicago White lee club- games.
ington vs. New York . . . CIL standings and theplace in overall
Red Schoendienet was a
"You don't have a guy MI in the
championship of both tourney days. Hoffman's 83
In the National League, the 5.
the age bracket. Both Buck- on opening day led the
master strategist Monday nispht Brock on the bench ail the house in their home away from
ingham and Brien played in the et before he slipped age brackbut he wasn't much of a pay. time. If Broth had not bees home in Milwaukee. Wilhelm St. Louis Cardinals edged the
to a 91 on
*quelled one of the Philadelphia Philliee 3-4, the
Nat
bad
16-17 year-old age group.
chologist.
there, I vrouid have Id CoFriday and lost Fowler in the
NEW LEADER
remarkable
pitchmod
pine's
Brien's
71
on
the
downed
New
York
Meta
Friday
Schoendienst sent up a pinch- peda hit," he mid, "Copeda
took me- play off for first place.
CINCINNATI run -- Carol
reoorda--Cy Young's all Atlanta Braves 5-2, the Chicago
dalist honors for the day. BuckIn the high score department,
hitter for last year's most val- hasn't been hitting like he ing
earnings ingham
906 appearances Cubs topped the San Francisco Mann took the lead in
of
fired
.it
an
identical
score Tom McDaniel of Mayfield won
uable player, Orlando Cepeda, should."
Professiona
Golf
Ladies
l
the
on
for medalist honors on Thursday the award in the
Wilhelm was asked for Giants 7-2 and the Houston
12-13 age group,
Julian Javier singled ad —and
in a clutch situation in the
Association tour by winning to hold the opening round
secret of his longevity.
lead. Barry Stokes
Astros blanked the Los Angeles Sunday's Buckeye golf tourna
ninth inning of St. Louis' na- Woody Fryman to start the the
Joe Ford of Mayfield, playing in claimed the of the host club
answer is my knuckle Dodgers 4-0.
"The
in the 14-15
e 14-15 age group, turned in a age bracket, award
tionally televised game WO ninth and Curt Flood beat out
merit.
and Robert Koofice
ball," mid the 64-yearald pitDuncan Homers
tourney total of 150 to outdistance " of Mayfield,
Philadelphia.
a bunt against John Dower.
won
has
Mann,
six
who
Kiss
claimed the high
cher. 'It produces very little
Hunter pitched a MX- tournaments this season re- his nearest rival in that
Jim
J
The strategy wetted perfect. &tick then 'Jested in a tea Strain on the
group score award in the top age group.
elbow and shoul- hitter to win his eighth game placed Kathy
Whitworth as by 11 strokes and win the divily as Cepeda's repLacement, Lou and Mike Shannon followed
Behind
overall
tournament h inder. You don't have to rear for the Athletics, who took a the leading
money sion championship. Ford had
ner David Buckingham, other top
Brock, singled to keep the rally with a double. Tim WaClarsse
women's
and fire. It's much eider 2-0 lead on Dave Duncan's tworounds of 72-78.
finishers,
according
going and scored the winning then followed with a sacs beck
to age group,
winner
has
now
She
won 325,Mike Murphey of the host club were:
on the arm than a slider or run homer in the second inn- 750 w hile mile Whitworth
has won second
run as the Cards eventually fly off Grant Jackson that scor- curve ball.
place in the 14-15
really feel about ing and added a run in the earned $24,290.
I
16-17 AGE GROUP
scored three runs to edge the ed Brock to win the pinie.
age group on the first hole of a
mine as I did 10 years third on Rick Monday's single
1. Steve Brien
148
Elsewhere in the Nationd
PhiIs 5-4.
and Sal Harxio's double.
But Schoendienst's move in League, Houston blanked lAis &V." Athletics Win It
Pinch-hitter Lou Johnson's
yanking Cepeda, who's hitting Angeles 4-0, New York topped
Wilhelm was tagged for a two-run homer in the fifth innjust .264 and has been booed Atiarda 5-2 and Chimes) whiper by Reggie Jackson and ing gave the Indians a 6-3 lead
by the St. Louis fans the last ped San Francisco 7-2.
yielded another hit in the one and paved the way for Sway
Inchon/1
Tee Orioles
two days, could backfire if It
ming be worked Monday night Siebert to beat the OrioltIg•be
In the American League. Caldisrupts the Cards' harmony
d expressed annoyance that
and upsets Cepeda--who was ifornia nipped Minnesota 5-6, e equalled the record in a the ninth straight time.
Home runs by Ken Harreloften labeled as a moody play- Oakland blanked Chicago 44 gins, won by the Oakland Athson and Dakon Jones and four
er with the Giants but has been Cleveland topped Baltimore 7- etics 4-0
the model of team player since 3 and Boston nipped New Yost The appearance was Wil- singles by Mike Andrews led
a 18-hit attack that enabled Jim
being traded to the Cards two 7-8.
elm's 41st of this season. Over Lonborg, the Red Sox' 22-genie
Ron Swoboda tripled in one
years ago.
e years he has pitched 2010 winner of 1967, to win les first
run and 'cored on Jerry BuCha nee In Atmosphere
game in 1958. Limbo:1 allow
cher's triple as the Mots snapped a 2-2 tie in the sixth to 01,4aaaseeovaesegasarsaaaieahai • ed one hit in six innings but
The Card dressing room, uswalked eight batters and -need
hind Saudis its sixth straight
ually a scene of lively choker I.
ed the late-inning relief help
Don Cardwell pitched a
Sianditiqk
and even livelier chatter mid five-hi
of Gary Waslewski and Al Lytter to gain his fourth
even livelier cha-cha records
le.
;;
,stiemeamiNectoctomemeaam
played by Cepeda, was quiet atRookie Aurelio
Rodriguez
Dave Giusti pitched a seventer the victory even though it hitter for
Platienel Limps*
drove in three runs with a
his sixth win using
boasted the Cardinals' lead to 10
W. L. Pct. Qs double and two singles and
JUNIOR GOLF CHAMPS — David Buckingham of Murray, left, carded a tourney total
losses as the Astros blankSt. Louis 82 34 .8415 — reliever Bobby Locks put down
11% games. The Card players ed the
143 to win the overall championship of the South'Highland Junior Golf Invitational TournaDodgers. Rusty Staub Atlanta
50
45
.526
a
1114 Minnesota rally in the eighth
ment Thursday and Friday. Steve Brien of Mayfield, second from left, took the championled the 13-let attack with three
48 45 .505 134 inning to give the Angels their
ship of the 16-17 age division. Joe Ford of Mayfield, third from left, won the 14-15 yearhits while Dick Simpson Bemir- Cincinnati
Phila.
division title. Bill Fowler of Paducah, right, was champion of the 12-13 year-olds,
old
48 48 .500 14 victory.
ed the first run in the Rah
San
Fran.
photo by Wendell Givens)
48
48
.500
14
and knocked in one during the
Chicago
48 49 .498 14 1,4
two-run sixth inning.
P.
45 49 .479 16
Willie Smith's two-rim pia*
double snapped a 2-2 tie In New York 68 52. 469 17
4333 448 19
the eighth and led Chicago Los Ang.
42 55 433 201,t
past San Francisco Starter Joe Houston
Menday's Results
-Paducah shut Niekro, 9-6, went seven inn- Chicago 7 San Fancier° 2
out Murray 4-0 here- Monday ings to get the win and thee New York I- Atlanta 2, night
"pave Ivey to pinch-latter Smith.
night in the first game of a best
St. 14111S 5 Philo' 4; twilight
Houston 4 Los Angeles 0, night
• two-out-of-three series in the
Only pines scheduled
First District American Legion
THUS RUNNING
Today'. Probable likelier.
Baseball Tournament.
OCEANPORT, N I ltirt —
New York, Seaver 8-6 at AtThe two teams will square off Trainers of Harbor View Farm's
again at 8 o'clock tonight in Pa- Exclusive Native, Hyman Swar- lanta, Reed 9-5, 8:05 p. m.
Houston, Wilson 7-11 at Los'
ducha's Brooks Stadium. The tz' Royal Trace and Cragwood
winner of the series will repre- Stable's Jib Time. Thursday ac- Angeles, °stun 7-14, 11 p. as.
Cincinnati, Maloney 114 at
sent the district in the sectional cepted invitations to compete
Plibibergh, Mclean 74, 8:05
meet at Bowling Green.
Monmouth
In- p. as.
in the $75,000
In Monday night's encounter, vitational Aug. 3 at Monmouth
Ctsktago. Jenkins 10-10 at San
Paducah pitcher Randy White Park.
?random, Perry 64, 11 p.
allowed only two hits and posted
Trainers of W. H. Perry's
Philadelphia, Wise 64 it St.
his eighth season win against Idewan and Calumet Farm's Louis, Jester 7-5, 7 p.
as.
Forward Pam, the Kentucky
two setbacks.
Wediteedres Genies
Derby
Preakness
and
winner,
White, a righthander who
New York at Atlanta, night
pitched this past spring for Mur- declined invitations to run their Houston it Los Angeles, night
ray State University, struck out horses in the one and one Cinmunati M Pittsburgh, night
11 batters and walked three. The eighth mile race.
Chicago at San Francisco
hits—both singles—came in the
Philadelphia at St. Lou* eight
third and eighth innings.
American League
The loser was another MSU
DIET PROSLIAI
W. L. Pct. IS
pitcher, Mickey Holland, who
59 36 521 —
fanned nine and walked three.
HEMPSTEAD, N. T. ON — Dein*
55 42 657 11
The victory pushed Paducah's The New York Jets fined three Cleveland
Battiraore
52 41 .506 I
record to 22-7 for the curent cam- overweight Hanna Saida
Daiwa
al 46- ISTI
they repOWsirAiU
46 48
Ilil
Leading Mere for Paducah Scial opening of the Americas Calif.
Oakland
45 46 .406 lir
were Stan Hohnan and David Football Lleatior Isost's preMan.
48 49 479 irk
Bradford, both of whom had twc season camp.
Mammoth Ali-AFL offensive New Tort 43 49 .467 WE
safeties in four tries. Kerry Via
Chicago
40 52 426 IT%
had the only extra-base hit of the guard Sherm Plunkett tipped Wash.
33 58 .363 Ed
scales
the
at 337, first string
game—a double.
taimasys Results
Larry Throgmorton will be the defensive tackle Paul Rochest- California 8 Minn 5, dee
in
was
er
at
258,
tackle
Jim
tonight's
starting pitcher in
(4
Harris reported at 286. AM Tree Oakland 4 Chicago 0, debt
game.
bee clocked $15 room and Cleveland 7 Baitimore 3, night
020 100 100-4 54
Paducah
Boston 7 New York 5, night
W urr.y000 000 005--41 I •
pay until they make their
whits and Hanallton; Holland
Only games scheduled
weight.
r
Srand on.
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Course,But Fails Psychology
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TIMES

•

2. Sam Wylie
149
3. John Below
155
4. Kim Albritton
160
14-15 AGE GROl
1, Joe Ford
150
2. Mike Murphey
161
3. Chuck Toler
161
4. Alan Smith
82
5. Al Colley
163
6. John Campbell
164
12-13 AGE GRCA P
1, Bill Fowler
174
2. Eric Hoffman
274
3 Steve Carrico
176
4, Bob Mahan
178
5, Mark Gunn
179
181
. Phil walker
Mrs. James Wylie served as
tournament chairman, ass Isted
by Mrs. Carl Jones and Mrs. Parn walker.

TREVINO NAMED
NEW YORK in — U. S.
Open champion Lee Trevino
was voted the June winner of
the S. Rae Hickok "Professional Athlete of the Year" award.
Trevino had 204 points COOpared with runnerup Bob Gibson of the St. Louis Cardinals.

•

•

•

Paducah
Legion
Tops Murray

Carnpars this Invineible
with !Ey seer at 10e w 2 'ffic

GO KING

EDWARD
Ilmarica's Larval' Soiling Cigar

hevronIslander.

•

•

.496

SUMMER PAINT SALE

•

1

Here's one nice guy who can ,help
you finish first! Look for him near
those bright red and blue Chevra _
pumps. He's at the pump island,
ready to fill your tank with the
"Young Ho" spirit Of'a livelier
Chevron gasoline. If you demand ,
extra -power, extra- performance,
and extra mileage from your gas- °line, You'll icet action at Chevron
Island, south of the Standard sign.
The natives are always friendly.

OUTSIDE LATEX HOUSE PAINT $5.3 talon
$5.00 gallon
51 HOUSE PAINT
anon
$5.15!
PORCH & FLOOR ENAMEL
LATEX FLAT WALLPAINT
$5.38 gin
4 inch PAINT BRUSH $1.91 each

'0

OZITE CARPET TILE (Reg. 790) 500
orceiaet• 1 1 ne
CARPET i
w IFyirCOVERIN

treet

We carry a

the

••,,§4r.

of

HUGHES PANT STORE

Phone 153-3642
•

(a

-4

aro.*

•

4 ..

pAartevR
Littleton Home Is
Scene Of Coffee
For Bride-elect

THE LEDGER

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

&

TIMES

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4•47

—

MURE•Y, KENTUCKY

1988
TUMMY -- JULY 23,

furs. Wrather Is

Hostess For Coles
Camp Ground Meet

The lovely home of Mrs I.
The Woman's Society of
K. Littleton. 201 South 8th
Christian Service or the Coles
Street, was the scene of the
Camp Ground Methodist Church
. coffee held in honor of Miss
held its regular monthly meetRogins Blackwood, July 27th
ing on Wednesday, July 17, at
bride-elect of Ronald Baker, on
eight o'clock in the evening at
Thursday, July 18_
the home of Mrs. Raymond
Mrs. J. E. Littleton. Mrs. RoWrather
bert 0. Miller, Mrs. Joe Baker
A program was conducted in
Littleton, and Mrs. Bill Caldwell
the form of a discussion with
of Paris Tenn were the gracthe following members taking
ious hostesses for the bridal ocpart: Mrs. Marvin Scott, Mrs.
casion,
Mrs. M. 0. Wrather's home on
Essie Reeves, Mrs. Charlie LasThe guests were greeted by
Plans have been completed
High
County
Calloway
The
Boulevard was the
Mrs. J. E. Littleton, the mother the Olive
by Miss Rogina Sue Blackwood, School chapter of the Future siter, Mrs. Fred Lovett, and
the bridal luncheon
of the honoree, Mrs. Ruth Black- scene of
daughter of Mrs. Roger Ander- Homemakers of America re- 547s Wrather.
of Miss Anne
During the social period re
wood, wearing an aqua jersey held in honor
son Blackwood of Murray and cently held a meeting of the
August 3rd brideTitsworth,
who
honoree
and
by
the
dress,
the late Mr Anderson, for her Istanding committees to make fresiunents were served by the
elect of John Steven Bennett,
wore a green jersey suit.
wedding to Ronald Wayne Bak- plans for the coming school hostess.
Thursday, July 18, at twelveBy Abigail Van Buren
Announcement was made of
Miss _Blackwood and her mo- on
son of Mr and Mrs. James term
er,
afternoon.
tht revival to be held at the
ther were presented with car 'thirty o'clock in the
Baker of Nashville, Tenn.
Turk
members
of
the
lean&
Thirty
The gracious hostesses for
DEAR ABBY I am a woman of 39 years and I weigh 237
sages of white carnations.
The ceremony will be solem- ing committees met M the home church starting Sunday, August
pounds I have weighed this much since I was a teen-ager and
Lovely floral arrangements of the prenuptial event were Mrs. sited on Saturday, July 27, at economics department of the 4, with Rev. Orville Easley as
flowers grown by the hostesses Wrather, Mrs. H. L Oakley, eight o'clock in the evening at school at one p.m. on July 17. the evangelist.
because of it 1 have never had a date And I mean not one
Mrs. A.
The next.regular meeting of
were placed at vantage points Miss Mary Jo Oakley,
Seventh and Poplar Church At two p.m. the executive counsingle date! My doctor lust told me that I had to lose 10
Raybium, the
J.
D.
Wallace,
Mrs.
D.
Augon
will
be
held
WSCS
throughout the house.
of Christ. Bro. John Hutcher- cil met with the president, Rita the
pounds as my health is in danger
Ellis.
ust 21, at 710 pie.
A silver bowl held white ros- and Mrs. M. C.
son, head of the art department Chaney, presiding.
My problem is this I recently met a man and we were
wear
•• •
Titsworth
chose
to
Miss
es and baby's breath and the
David Lipscomb College,
The officers performed the
attracted to each other immediately. He weighs 302 pounds.
trousseau a lemon at
"MISS UNIVERSE," Brazil's
coffee table was centered with from her
perform
will
Nashville, Tenn.,
opening rituals, the secretary
He says he loves me and he doesn't think I need to lose any
dress and her hosMartha Vasconcellos, frolics
a large Paul Revere bowl hold- yellow linen
ceremony.
the
treeand
the
minutes,
read
the
gift corsage was of garweight So what do you advise'
MAYEBELLE
In the surf at Miami Beach
ing colorful room The but tesses'
▪
report
was
glee&
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Prise* of
was adorned oth • silver_sk denias.
A program of music will be
DEAR MAYEBELLE: I advise you to get this man to a
ergne with long stein daisies. Her mother, Mrs. Howard presented by a chorus composEach officer reported is the Farmington Route One andoctor, and together you twe should go on a diet. "Getting" •
mother-inher
Titeworth,
and
The beautifully appointed
ed of Mr and Mrs. Jerry Bolls action taken in her erssaittee nounce the engagement and apman won't help you much if you cast live to esysy him—and
dining room table, overlaid with law to be, Mrs. Helen Q. Ben- of Murray. former members of meeting. A discussion vu held proaching marriage of their
he can't live to enjoy you. All vanity aside, fat smothers good
a drawn work haw cloth, was nett, were also presented gar- the Harding College Chorue, of money-making projects for eldest daughter, Judith Marie,
health.
centered with a hammered anti- denia corsages by the hostesses. Ernie Rob Bailey, Mrs. John T. the coming year, end of wart to Charles A. Peeler, son of
The guests were seated at the Bryant III, Mrs.
que compote with roses and
Woodrow Hern- to encourage freshmen girls to Mr and Mrs. Kelzie Peeler of
fern. The appointments were in dining room table and at small don, and Mrs. N. P. Cavitt.
join the FHA. It was decided Dexter.
DEAR ABBY: This may seem like a petty thing to comMiss Prince is a 1963 graddiver and dainty refreshments tables. The dining room table
that the officers would continue
plain about, but it is really getting me down:
was covered with a cutwork linMiss Blackwood will be given to wear red andl or white to uate of Sedalia High School
were served
My mother-in-law has the cute little habit of saying, "My
and will graduate from Murray
Miss Blackwood was present- en cloth and centered with a in marriage by her uncle, Mel- chapter meetings.
son's
roses,
house, and my son's children, and my son's this and my
lovely
arrangement
of
vin
Spangler
of
Evansville,
Ind.
State
University
in
August.
She
ed with a serving piece of her
Dates were announced for the will be employed by the Graves
son's that." Everything is Billy's. Nothing is ever mine.
Her attendants will be Mrs.
chosen pattern of silver as a 'daisies, and snapdragons in as
Yesterday I heard her tell a friend about "Billy's wedwedding gift from the hostess- epergne. The small tables, over- James Michael Barnes of Padu- first chapter meeting, district County School System this fall.
laid with white linen cloths, cah, Miss Sandra Birdwell of meeting, and the membership
Mr. Peeler is a graduate of
ding," so I politely corrected her and said, "I beg your pares.
drive.
The
officers
were
centered
decided
with smaller ar- Memphis, Tenn and Mrs. David
to Almo High School and is emIncluded in the hospitality
don, Mother, dear, but MY father paid for the wedding,"
hold the next executive council ployed by Fitts Block Company,
were Mesdames Ottis Patton, rangements of the same flow- Jent of Haleyville, Ala., all forthen she laughed and said, "Yes, but Billy has been paying
mer suitemates of the bride- meeting September 10 with a Inc, of Murray.
Lonnie Shroat, James Thur- ers.
ever since "
permanent
monthly
date
A
fruit
to
be
salad
plate,
finger
elect at David Lipscomb Colmond. Hollis Roberts, Betty
An August wedding is being
Abby. I am so tired of hearing references to Billy alone as
decided upon later.
planned.
/hue. Josiah Darnall, J. L Ho- sandwiches, dessert, and tea lege.
tho he had no wife, I am ready to explode What can I do?
• ••
were
served
by
the
hostesses,
Officers present were Rita
sick, Jack Kennedy, Verses
LILIES Of THE VALLEY trim
Mr. Baker will have his fath- Chaney,
MARIE
Ellen Watson, Ricki
Shaw Stubblefield, Carl Row- who presented Miss Titsworth
Princess Margaret's hat as
er as best man. The groomsmen Hopkins, Mary
;atilt* Morton,
lend, Pat Rowland, Wendell with a place setting of her choshe visits the University of
DEAR MARIE: Keep telling yourself that nothing your
will be James T. Baker, Jr., and Jackie Budzko,
Kathy Stubble
Gottman, A. H Kopperud, Vern- sen Pelle= of silver as a weddEssex in Colchester, England.
mother-In-law says will get you down. And repeat It often. or
Gene Baker, brothers of the field, Beverly Rogers,
gift.
ing
Wanda
on Stubblefield, Jr., James
Mrs, Beth Lovins, Miss Linda
the ulcer you develop will be all yours—not Billy's.
Covers were laid for Miss groom-elect, and Ellis Gregory, Garrett, Dortha Jackson, Car?rata, Max Carmon, Yandall
Biliingtoo, and Miss Rosette
all
of
Nashville,
Tenn.,
and
Vickie
Spiceland,
Mrs.
Sam
I.
°lye Venable, and Shirley Hays.
Wrather, Thomas Pierre. °dello
Robertson entertained with a
Phil Rice of Tampa, Fla.
Advisors present were Mrs. personal
DEAR ABBY: I am getting married soon, for the second
Vance. Bernice Wisehart, Misses Spiceland, Miss Jan Jones, Mrs.
shower in compliment
Bess
Kerlick
Joan Roberts, Cappie Beale, Conrad Jones, Miss Pam Clark,
and
Miss
Lucy
time, and my fiance insists I wear a white wedding gown and
Following the wedding the
to
Mrs.
Gary
Burkeen,
the
forMadelyn Lamb, and Doris Row- Mrs. Charles Clark, Mrs. James reception will be held at the Forrest.
veil, just like a real bride I have tried to tell him I can't do
mer Sandra Thomas, prior to
•••
land. the honoree, her mother, C. Hart, Mrs. John Bryapt„„Jr.,, Murray Woman's Club Home
that, but he says I can if I want to, and nobody can stop me.
her marriage.
Mrs.
Joe
Baker
Littleton,
Mrs.
and the hostesses.
The informal event was held
The first time I wore a skirt and sweater and was married
WEISKOPF ADVANCES
All friends and relatives are
John Quertermous, Mrs. Charles
•••
PALM BEACH GARDENS, at the home of Mrs. Levine on
by somebody at the county court house The whole thing took
Hoke, Miss Ruth Titsworth, the invited to attend the wedding
Fla. try — Bill Casper still re- the College Farm Road.
5 minutes and I didn't feel like a bride at all I was divorced
honoree, the mothers, and the and the reception.
•••
mained on top of golfs leading
Games were played and the
a y^sr later
hostesses.
money winners but Tom Weis- honoree opened her many love• ••
my fiance right, Abby? Has anyone in my circumkopf
is
starting
ly
gifts.
to close the gap.
Cantrell Jones of Murray has
stances ever had a white wedding?
Weiskopf, by virtue of his
Refreshments of red punch,
been a patient at the Western
The regular meeting of the,
I would really love it, but li‘even't the nerve. Should I?
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
$25.000 victory in the Buick Individual cakes, nuts, and
Women's Society of Christian
"AS OHIO GOES, so goes the
S.
BRIDE
•• •
Open, brought his total ear - mints were served from the
Service of the Mason's Chapel
Republican Party," says a
Mrs. Willis Fulton of Lynn togs to $117,136, some $13,000 lovely appointed table overlaid
United Methodist Church was
grinning Nelson Rockefeller
DEAR BRIDE If you want in "se by Use book," white
James W. Brame of Kirtsee
held at the church on July ls Route
,dismisiedGrove Route One has been dis- behind Casper. Lee Trevino is with a pink cloth.
as he points to Gov. James
weddings are reserved for the first the.. However. your fiance
he bee
Twelve close friends of the
!aimed from the Western Bap- third with $92,795 and George
with ten members present.
Rhodes in Columbus. Rhodes
from the Western Baptist Hoe-ist Hospital. pidmah.
Is
right—nobody
can
stop
you.
You
may
come
in
for
a
lot
of
,
Archer is fourth with $87,559.. honoree were present or sentMrs. Brent Newport, WW1- pail" padue.4.---reportedly leans toward the
criticism but if you would really "love" it and your fiance is
gifts.
dent, conducted a brief WiNew York governor for the
all
for
it,
suit
yourselves.
tness session prior to the proGOP presidential nomination.
gram on the subject, "Wiese
For A World-Come-of-Age" with
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NOT MUCH FOR LOOKS" IN NEW
Mrs, Oren Chrixnan as the leaLONDON, CONN.. Keep trying. The plainest an that can
der. She read scripture from
convrince a woman that be is really in love with her, has dose
Phillippians 2.5-12 and led in
more to make her in love with him titan the handsomest man
prayer
wbo can produce me such conviction.
The group sang the song,
"God Is Not Dead" with Mrs.
Everybody has a problem. What's yews? For a peressal
Frank Coles at the piano.
reply write Is Mary. Iles 49140, Lee Angeles, Cal.. WM and
The purposes of the program
weekse a etemped, self-addressed eseelepe.
were to explore the meaning
of the world come of age, with
FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET. "HOW TO HAVE A LOVELY
the new theological ideas as
WEDDING," SEND $1.05 TO ABBY, BOX 'Me, WI
the subject, and to measure
ANGELES, CAL., Heft
the members' own growth in
By JOAN OlUtiMAN
ideas about God.
It was brought out that in TAKE INVENTORY in the one, -for everything
• ••
Since housewares departthe midst of the new ideas a- 1 kitchen and you will probThe
ladies
day luncheon will
ably
be
amazed
at
the
numments
abound
bout the new morality and thewith countless
be served at the Oaks Country
accumuclever space-saving and spaceology that God and morality go ber of,;, aids you
Tuesday, July 23
making aids your job won't be
The Omicron Alpha Chapter Club at noon with Shirley Wade
together, also that the funda- lated. Some are useful gadgets
that you use * constantly
a difficult one. First, sit down
will meet at the home of Mrs and Peggy Brown as hostesses.
mental teachings of the church
Others are gimmicks that and analyze your needs. What
Carolyn Sexton at seven p.m. Due to the Tri-State tournaremain the same.
caught your eye but either
are your storage problems'
ment a charge of one dollar
• ••
Those assisting Mrs. Chris- didn't
function properly or did
Once you know them, you can
A swim party for pre-school per plate will be made for this
man were Mrs. Brent Newport. not fulfill a vital
need.
Mop for solutions. '
througl. third grade is schedul- time only. Please make reserMrs Perrin Craig, Mrs. Frank
What to do with them?
Among new and useful
ed for 10 a.m, to one p.m. at vatione by Monday evening.
Coles, Mrs. Eupal Undercoat% Ofte them the- Isswii-ho sad space-makers in
• ••
Rubbermaid
housewares
the Calloway County Country
Mrs. Reuben Chrianan, and dear the docks— and the departments are these.
SPACZKAJLING drawer adds always-needed storage space
The ladies day luncheon will
Club.
Each
member
may
Mrs. Curtis Craig.
kitchen counters—for action
bring
It
can be attached to bottom of cabinet with a single bolt
• A caddy that stores and
one non-member guest, and a be served at the Calloway CounMrs. Reuben Christ:nu led To be a streamlined work cendries a pair of rubber work
for guaranteed year 'round
sack lunch. The committee is ty Country Club at noon with post-free living
ter,
your
kitchen must be gloves It attaches to wall or six boxes of wraps- such as
the closing prayer and Mrs.
and ends
the
hostesses
being
Mesdames
geared
for
composed of Mesdames A. B.
storage There must cabinet door.
Cleo Bucy served refreshments
aluminum foil, waxed paper.
• Spacemaking drawers
be a place and a well-planned
Crass, Bill Wyatt, Jimmy Sul- A H. Kopperud, chairman, J.
DOW7 WAIT -CALL TOOAT
e Rock designed to store etc.
during the social hour.
that attach to bottom of a
•••
livan,
Don Overbey, Fred Wills, M. Converse, Al Kipp, Ed
Sliding spice rack with
wall cabinet with a single
Frank
Kirk,
Howard Hoene's,
steel clip* that hold eight spice
bolt Measuring 151." wide by and Hunt Smock.
Albert Koertner, Sam Knight,
•••
jars or tins.
1211." deep and 4' high, the
Verne Kyle, and Buisticott.
Wednesday, Jiffy 24
•On-door or wall holder
drawers hold utensils, gadgets,
• 5,5
Ali lady golfers it the Calwith four cushion-coated clips
even linens. A similar but
The
Elm
Greve Baptist
loway
on which you can store drink
County Country Club
slightly deeper drawer is demg glasses.
who are not playing in the tri- Church Woman's Missionary
signed for bread
Miss Janet Brown, bride-eleet
• Storage files for cabinets
These are just a few of the state tournament at the Oaks Society will hold its circle meetof Joe D. Ward, was the hosei
that store such Items as salad
many kitchen aids that help Country Club will be paired at ing at the church at 7:30 pm.
lesdirs Lamest Tomb* sod
oree at a delightfully plannotibowls, trays, and covers neatly
conquer space They'll work the tee starting at 8:30 a.m. with Mrs. Charles Burkeen as
P•rf Coring C•wp•ay
breakfast held Saturday, July
• Bins that attach to cabwonders providing you ftrst Betty Scott will be golf hostess. the leader.
20 at the Holiday Inn, in the
inet doors and can be used for
weed out the unused and the
paper bags, cleaning aids or
Red Room.
unusable and devote every
holding an amortment of odds
Mesdames R. L. Ward, Tominch to the essentials
my Alexander, Glyco Wells,
James Ward were the gracious
hostesses for the occasion
The bride-elect chose to wear
from her trousseau a black and
white dotted swiss with ruffles
at the sleeves and neck. She
wore a corsage of daisies.
St
Miss Brown was presented
with an electric dtillet as a
gift from the hostesses.
Centering the breakfast table
was a beautiful arrangement of
•
daisies and yellow roses in a
silver bowl Daisies intertwined
•
with ivy decorated the table.
Covers were laid for the honoree, her mother, Mrs. Brown
of Princeton, her mother-in-law
to be. Mrs Joe Pat Ward, and
Mesdames
Orvon
Edwards,
Glenn Grogan, B. C. Grogan,
gay Brownfield. Lester Nanny,
James Thurmond, Eurie Gar•
land George Hodge, Ed Hendon. W J Pittman Fred Wells.
•
Stanley HO•n• Prod.
Highway 641
4 Miles South of Murray
Polly-rex pholu
Miss Gay Alexander, Miss BetPEGBOARD VI ORKS wonders in organizing broom closet,
•
VERTICAL PILE stores salad bowls and pot covers. Onproviding Nang up space for waxes, polishes, sponges. etc
ty Joe ward. and the hostesses.
door bins holds 'paper bags wsx paper and other Ladd.
aiSellialS reasesetee e is is•e• 41:11-lfelelee ei
ei le
e ei oleo* o•is e et ei

eat-7446yr

hoiktow
Fattie's Pioblem:
Love Affair or Life

Anne Titsworth Is Rogina Blackwood Executive Group
Honored Thursday Completes Plans
Of Calloway FHA
At Wrather Home For Her Wedding Met Last Week

11
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Miss Janet Brown
Is Honoree At
Lovely Breakfast _

Summer Clearance

SALE STARTS WED., JULY 24, 8:00 A.M.

'ALL MATERIAL DRASTICALLY REDUCED

• 60-Inch Polyester Knits
• Linens
• Voiles--• Perma-Press • Dacron'
I Cottons
• Jersey

NEW FALL MATERIAL ARRIVING DAILY

••

Nesbitt Fabrics

•
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Set Thati
RentFIW
Royal THE

,
0

WESTERN Pleasure
horse. Call 753-5232
P. m.

FOR BALE

AUSTIN MEALY Sprite, new
engine, transmission, upholstery, paint, $650.00. Call 7537500.
.
1111Y-31-C
FRESH HEARING AID batteries for Beltone and other make
hearing aids, Willis's Drugs,
Murray, Kentucky.
TFC
10

SUBURBAN
Tractors.. Lawn
mowers. Poulan chain saws.
Seaford
Lawn
and
Garden
equipment, 24 miles west of
Hardin. Phone 497-3312.
Aug.-13-C

Quarter
after 7
ITC

1-52 GALLON American standard electric hot water heater.
1-30 gallon State electric hot
water heater. 1 sump
IninIP•
Afro American furnace, natural gas 1 lot of inside and outside doors. Call 7534417 after
5:00 p. m.
TFC
TOY POODLE, white, three
months old. Call 753-7521 after 5:00 p. in

ONE SET new Encyclopedia International One set Child Craft,
by International.
One
Jaws
KENMORE washing michine motorcycle, with all the extra's.
Coppertone. Less than 1 year Moving, must sacrifice. Call 753old. Excellent condition. Call 8991.
1-25-C
753-3914. Located 100 South
•
19th St., KIWI Pest Control 12' x 60' MOBILE Home, 3TFC bedroom, 1% bath, 1966 model,
excellent condition. Also under.
WOODEN DEW, 61" x 33", penning, small porch, utility
very good condition. Call 753- pole and' air-conditioner. Call
7163.
1-23-P 489-3553.
1-25-C

Brazil's
os, frolics
mi Beach.

1966 HONDA 65CC, good conTRIUMPH
TR-6
dition, 5,200 miles. Phone 762- 1967 650
Call 753-2669.
J-25-NC
2145.
1-23-P

LLEY trim
.'s hat as
versity of
England.

Trmc

goes the
says a
3ckefeller
V James
s. Rhodes
ward the
✓ for the
mination.

DOROTHY EDEN'S

&

TIMES - MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

TUESDAY -_JULY 2.13_ 1968

BY
three-bedroom
OWNERUntouchables," will return to
house, gas heat and air-condi- Writer-Director
11
television in the fall starrini
HOLLYWOOD
UPI"
-St.
10th
tioning. large lot on
in "The Name of the Game
Call 753-4417 after 5:00 p. in. Writer-director George Seaton
will
pen
the
screenplay
and
TFC
direct Universal's screen version Veteran
AVAILABLE Immediately, five- of "Airport," the current best
HOLLYWOOD (UPI-Milge
room rouse on extra nice lot, seller by author Arthur Halley Montgomery, older brother cif
213 Woodlawn, near University.
George
tele.Montgomery.
C. 0, Bondurant, Assay. Call Peppord's Own
brates 35 years in films with
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
753-3460,
WANTED TO RENT
1TC
HOLLYWOOD (UPI I - his 100th role, playing a fronGeorge Peppard has formed tier marshal in &IOM's "Heavwith
person
1968 CHEVROLET, 2 door Im- RESPONSIBLE
SHORES, on the his own Tradewind Produc- en with a Gun."
house in PINE BLUFF
pala. Very good condition New car to deliver Sunday morning WANTED, to rent
main
lake
overlooking
the Land tions, Inc. to !Urn "Watch
furnished or un
tires. 22 Ft. Chris Craft cabin . Courier-Journal motor route out the country,
Lakes. Nice parks, Them Die" in which he will
753-1916 before Between The
furnished.
Call
approximateMurray.
Profit
Lamas for 'Rifles'
of
cruiser. Call 7534285.
J-21)-C
beaches, central water system. not appear.
HOLLYWOOD (DPI ) ly $6.00 per Sunday, plus car 5:00 p.m. and ask for Mary.
Some of the following have
TFNC
1964 FORD Galaxie 500. Low allowance. Delivery time 2
Fernitholo Lamas returns to
houses or trailers. Lots num- Stock Bock on TV
mileage, 1 owner. 1962 Vollus hours. Write: David Thomas,
FOR RENT
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Rob- movtgs with a supporting role
bers: 20, 21, 22, 48, 49, 88, 89,
in "100 Rifles." starring Jim
wagen, good mechanical con- 237 E. Berger Road, Paducah,
90, 92, 124, 131, 196, 197. 288, ert Stack, remembered best for
Brown and Raquel Welch
dition. Cain and Taylor Gulf Ky. 42001.
1-24-P
his
as
Eliot
role
Ness in 'The
1-BEDROOM furnished apart 269, 270, 342, 343, 344, 366,
station. Corner of 6th and Main.
404 & 405, 522 & 523, 592, 676,
BRUSH
Company ment. Located at 520% B
J-23-C FULLER
49 677, 913, 914, 915, 916, 917,
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
needs a unit manager for this St. For information call
2-24-C 918, 919, 947, 962, 991, 992.
1964 PONTIAC Catalina, with area, Write Box 782 Mayfield, 8534 after 5:00 p. m.
on
947
Lill1I3C1 130AU
Permanent
home-lot
factory air. 1960 Rambler sta- Ky or call 247-6038.
1-24-C
ACROSS
Citing of Bashan
firi0 MOM 001111
tion wagon, $195.00. Cain and
APARTMENT, close to town Lake Lane. 2 large bedrooms,
7-Ancient
IWO 1401;3001(3011W1
J-23-C closets galore! Nicely furnishTaylor Gulf station. Corner of STOCK and carry out boy to Call 753-1573.
I-Mrst
8-Harvest
r2001REJ 0006
4-Trail
9-Esteem
work 25 hours a week. Must
beautiful
screened,
fireplace,
tith and Main.
00 00E ellan
1-23-C
9-Soak
10-Cloth
be 15 years of age. Phone 753ed porch, large lot. Lots of ex30E AMMO
000
12-Man's name
measure
For Rent
1963 DODGE 330, 4-door sedan. 5489.
tras! $11,250.
13-Kin1 of birds
J-25-C
11-Cravat
MOU
00
NICE
APARTMENTS
16-Binds
1967 Ford station wagon with
0060R EEG) 00
SNIPE CREEK area, main lake. 14-Maa's name
15-Trade
18-Born
For
N000 AND 00
factory air and power. Cain
Fully furnished 2-bedroom with
17-Nang loosely
20-Distress signal
MON 0710131:2
Girls & Boys
and Taylor Gulf station. Corner
140TICE
19-Challenges
22 Blemish
large screened porch, boat, nice
PROBOM000 WOM
21•Editele seed
23-Plague
Phone
of 6th and MAL
dock, $14,500.00, terms.
2-23-C
00E40 POMO ORM
22
-Walk
25
Tattered
753-5865 or 753-5108
Service
ALSO
choice building- Site- 24-Click beetle
cloth
1961 MERCURY Meteor 600, 4
26-Is mistaken
H-ITC
27-Cowboy
offers expert installation along
with 100 feet of deep lake
29-Belief
door sedan. Real nice car, only
competition
vrith 2540% savings on alumifrontage, $3300. Terms.
31 Sodium chloride 28-Breathe loudly
45.Slumbers
55-Pronoun
9495.00. 1961 Ford. Good me33 Man
in sleep
num siding, windows and doors. REAL ESTATE FOR SALE LAKEWAY SHORES: Commer56-Measure of
47-Chinese
chanical condition, new tires,
nickname
30-Make lace
family
AliTha
formed
hN
cial or residential building site
GARLAND
We are a newly
weight
pagoda
34-Cooled Lava
32-Ordinance
new battery, $195.00. Cain and
4-BEDROOM house, two baths.
57-Sailor (colloq.)
35-Weaken
business with some 20 years
next to beach, or beautiful lot
49-Strip If
36-Son food
Taylor Gulf station. Corner of
Large library, with all the ex37-Female
59.Hurry
38 Falsifiers
by gate, No. 88. Lot No. 133 alaccumulated experience Free
(collat.)
0th and Main.
Wall-to-wall
carpeting.
41.Defaced
52-Untamed
60 Music: as
1-23-C estimates with n obligations. tras.
so39-Nc4e of scale
written
43-Airriform
54-River in
Central heat and air. 1612 Loch
NEAR
IRVIN COBB Resort, 40-Doctrine
fluid
France
1984 MALIBU, 2-door hardtop. Phone 489-2427. Call now for
63-Greek letter
42- Label
Lomond, phone 753-4937.
July-23-C
furnished
2-bedroom
house, 44-More
1909 Chevrolet Impala, 4-door special prices.
July-23-C
i
5 6 7 s
9 10 ill
easy lake access, $5000
s541c101.111
sedan. Cain and Taylor Gulf ELEcrRoLux
SALES & Ser44-Tidy
Me.
station. Corner of 6th and Main. vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. SELLING HOME - Air-condi- MOUTH OF BLOOD River 248-Dance step
bedroom house with attached
SO-Century plant
11111111
:
t6
.4161I
rr11111111111111111a111111
J-1134 M. Sanders, Phone 382-3178, tioned 3-bedroom, spacious famrne ly
51 Uncooked
1e
ily room. Pay equity and as- garage on lakefront, furnished, 53-Retail
Silo
-5-C
Lynnville,
Ky,
H-Aug.
1981 VOLKSWAGEN, new tires,
•
establishment
sume, 5 3/4% loan. Call 753- fireplace, $7000.00.
1
4....
e
•
real clean car, very econceni55-Narrow
TFC FARM: 10 acres, % cleared
TERMTTES7 Call Ward Termite 5270.
passageway
eal and good dependable trail*
land, all fenced, stables and
22 23
RA 24
25 a::26 127 28
for free estimate. All work
connecting two
.....,
partition. Cell 753-8799. .1-234 guaranteed. Five year contracts. BY OWNER: house on Audo- other outbuildings. About 5%
P.+4
large bodies
29
31
of
water
Keeneland Sub- miles northeast
in
bon
Drive
of
Murray.
Five room house treated, $65.00.
58-Parts of steps
1956
AUIFTIN-HEALY, 100-4 Ward Pest Control, 1612 College division. Three bedrooms, liv- Good three-bedroom house with
61-Garden tool
34
35
62-Tibetan
ing room, kitchen-den combin- den.
New paint, new upholstry new Farm Road, phone 753-6501.
priests
room, 1% baths, WE HAVE OTHERS! Please call
43
41 41
11:
3'
4.:
)1%434;9i;
:x.
...
4
34
:
142 .3%tr :.4
.2.v. :..3:4::841.: 711i111
2
5 11
engine, new tires, new top,
64-Place
H-Aug.-15-C ation, utility
carport, carpeted throughout, between 6:00 a. m. and 10:30
65-Goal
$550.00. Call 753-2248.
J-25-P
46
III47
:::::::
as
66-Pulpy fruit
REDUCE SAFELY, simply and all Tappan appliances, dish- p. m. anytime for more inVA,
67-feahoor sheep
1963 CHEVY II 3-seat wagon, fast with GoBese tablets. Only washer, garbage disposal, cen- formation!
54
::::::::• N 51
%ma
automatic transmission, good WM at Holland Drug.
DOWN
tral heat 'and air conditioning. KENTUCKY BARKLEY LAKE
.
1
0 k41.11
57
55
58
59
J-30-C REALTY„ Evelyn V. Smith,
condition. Phone 753-8229.
14-.1-24-P Call 753-4763
1-Falsehood
56ill
°
Realtor, Highway 444, New ConJ-29-P
2-Anglo-Saxon
6/
.
%V..
62
63
WANTED: Would like to buy BY OWNER: Three-bedroom cord, Ky., 42076.
••
eit'64
.
money
Phone 436'46!
1962 FORD Fairlane, automatic, good used camper trailer. Please brick, I block from college.
3-Flower bed
65
M 67
5641.
aaob
good condition. Call 489-3553 phone 753-5493.
Aug -l-C
4 Prophet
2-25-P Call 753-7550.
J-25-C
5-Peeled
Pitt,
by
United
Feature
Inc.
Syndicate,
J-25-C

40.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
man

Don la.

mon csnou nma

WEEMARANER and Dachsund
pups and breeding stock. MovSERVICES OFFERED
w ing to California. Lampe, call
06-2173.
1-26-C CUSTOM BUILDING, residential and commercial. Rustic Cal30" ROYAL CHEF electric ifernie
yn. Free mummies.
stove. 24 years old. Deluxe cell Cliff Finney 48a_3968.
model. Like new. $100.00. Call
Aug.-12-C
753-7725.
J-24-P
KLEIN CARPET SPECIALIST:
MASSEY
baler, Wall to wall carpets, rug and
New Holland rake, New Holland
cleaners. Carpets
upholstery
conditioner. Will sell all three
and furniture cleaned, tinted
together or ooaditioner separate
and de-mothed. Call 435-4221.
Mr from baler and rake. All in
Aug.-22-C
good condition. Call John McCuiston, Route 2 Puryear, Tana. WILL DO sewing in my home,
247-3949.
also alterations, machine made
button holes, bound button
house
61'
12'
x
'68 MODEL
holes and belts. 203 S. 12th St.
trailer, 2-bedroom, 2 full baths, Phone 753-7453.
J-254
Spanish design. Small equit)
and take over payments. Phone
CARD OF THANKS
J-25-I'
753-2213.
The family of Starkie Hall
would like to express apprec- 1959 TR-3 SPORTS car. Call
•LIKE NEW couch and chair, iation for donations made by 753-6172 ask for Joe.
J-29-P
brown
with
wooden
arms.
friends and neighbors after our 1960
Would be good for den. Two
LINCOLN, full power, factobacco barn was destroyed by tory air,
miles from Colchester, call 489leather interior, fine
lightening on the night of July
condition, mechanically
3695.
ITC
perll'P
15, 1968.
fect. Call 753-1299.
1-25-P
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Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz
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new „bestseller

7111 MEM OJE
From the novel published by Coward-McCann. Inc. Copyright C 1947.
1988 by Dorothy Mee. Distributed by
,
King Features Syndicate..
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CHAPTER 17
-face, with those big shining hi
E'RUE DOROTHEA came that eyes like moonstones, hung over a little late?
I looked into Dinna's face and
afternoon. She stood above me.
"Of course it isn't," I said couldn't help saying, "Only a
me, and I saw that she was
actually smiling. I thoug1 t it impatiently, before I could be little while ago you would hardly speak to me. Why have you
must be a smile of triumph un- hypnotized.
-Otto should have told you changed 7"
& til I saw the sympathy in her
Dinna flushed. "I know that
V eyes. Was I so ill that even the himself. Poor child. Now there
Snow Queen was sorry for me? Is to be no baby, my son feels I was very rude. So was Niels,
"How are you feeling today, he has no Obligation towards We're both sorry."
"Because I was nearly killed?
my dear? At last I have found you. I can disapprove his behavior, but I can't prevent it. I Or because you think I'm not to
you awake."
"They told me you had am only his mother. But he be your stepmother after all?"
should have told you himself. I
Erik had taken my hand. I
called." I muttered.
"Yes, many times So has don't mean to be unkind, Luise, liked the fee/ of his fingers
Dinna. She has cried about you. It is only something you must around mine. I wasn't sure
know, and as soon as possible, about trusting this gesture,
She's very tenderhearted."
before you build hopes."
either. Though it really would
"Otto?" I asked.
My eyes wouldn't open. I felt be difficult to read deviousness
"Otto has been, of course. But
then he was called to Copen- as if I were rocking on a black In his steady dark eyes.
"Let's not have talk about'
:- hagen -en-urgent business. my sea. All the words I wanted to
dear, you mustn't worry about say remained tumbling about in- stepmothers, orltny other problems. Just believe that we want
Otto. He WRB very concerned side my head.
"Nurse, she's in shock."
-to look after you. Is-that'
for you until the doctor said
And fingers on my arm, and difficult?"
you were out of danger. You
"Why aren't you in Copenmust remember he was badly the sharp prick of the hypohagen?" I asked. "It's you who
shaken by the accident, too. dermic needle.
And dusk coming in the win- has a business to look after
Looking at you lying here was
very hard for him. He blamed dows and filling the great room there, not Otto."
when I woke again. Something
"Yes, I have indeed, and unhimself entirely."
ah I had to be fair. ''He had one cold and damp against my hand, fortunately I must go back to it
in a day or so."
Trot his epileptic fits," I said. “It and a girl laughing.
"It's Anna," said Dinna gaily.
"Onkel Erik stayed until he
was probably my fault. I was
arguing with him. I should have "Erik and I have brought her knew you were out of danger,
Luise," Dinna said. "He said
had the sense, not to do that In to cheer you up."
I hadn't known how enchant- someone must stay. Especially
a CRT."
ingly pretty Dinna was. Pre- when Papa had to leave. Please,
"So now you realize what a
whenever- I had seen Luise. you mustn't worry about
onstant strain living with Otto vi°1181Y'
,
her, she had been pouting and Papa's bad behavior. My grandwould have been. I had it with
looking sulky. Now she was gay mother saysipi a good thing
his father. And poor CrTatina
she you found it out before it was
friendly be
was often very Unhappy. Toli and
thought I was not to be her too late, and we think the same.
unvery
US
thought
have
1.n 11-8t
stepmother after all. I had yet Don't we, Onkel Erik? It's sad
*welcoming at Maaneborg. But
to find out _w.hy she and her to say, that one's own father is
reaZn."
was
the
this
brother were So opposed to the not a very good or honest man,
Was ..
Would have been .
fact of having me as their step- but I still .love him a little, 'alEvedything Was in the past:mother.
though my brother doesn't. He
tense. .
But just now I couldn't help hates hihi." Dinna gave a small
*
I
pretty fare,
Dinna.
enjoying
it,"
allow
will
doctor
s
adult shrug. "This happens in
."If the
Frue Dorothea was continuing, and Erik smiling behind her. families, which is a great pity."
moved
you
The hound was putting large • -But it is too late," I said,
"I intend to have
over to the other side of the shaggy paws on the bed and staring at the ceiling, letting
mowing every sign of being as the lovely colors please my eyes.
lie
,
can't
house tomorrow. You
'"Too late for what, Luise?"
here with orriy slid women for friendly as her master.
company. It's too depressirg. '"Sit down and talk to me. Dinna- was asking.
with
"What are you trying to tell
•You are welcome to stay
I'm getting so strong I'll soon
us, Luise?" said Erik, bending
I LS for as long as you want to." be up."
"Yes, that's what we wanted over me.
"I would 'expect to be wel7
"I'm not trying to tell you. I
to talk about," Dinna said. "My
come in my own home."
grandrnother.said she had visit- urn telling you. I have a wedThat remark seemed to give
anct arranged for you to ding ring somewhere, when I
the advantage to me, for rrue ed you
back to us as soon as the can find it. It should. be (M.rny
Dorothea looked considerably come
doctor said you could get up. finger. I should never have let
startled. She was silent for a
Onkel Erik and I have said, 'Otto persuade me to take it off
little 'while, then said with a But
Mould you wait for that? But we hadn't been married
gentleness that seemed perfect- why
come hack to your own long. I suppose I was trying to
ly genuine, "Not exactly your You can
at once, and Birgitte and please,him, by doing What he
&own home, you poor child_ I'm room
asked and keeping our secret.
nurse you."
"'afraid you don't know my son I can
"Dinna and Niels have a step"We thought you could have
well AS I do. The fact is that
a little too much of elderly lad- mother after all," I said wearhe tti j' 1' been betraying you.",
ily. "They will just have to
here." Erik said.
"Yon mean having led me on. les
"They are kind," I protested. make the 'best of it
path.
garden
the
up
Leading
it iin't everyone who can
That's idiomatic English. But "And
Luise has to challenge Otto
ill in'Ve• ballroom,' I wasn't
lie
like
I
Perhaps
rather crude
they
are really
whether
to
be
moved on
that I wanted
your word better. Although of sure
married.
my'own room, and surto
hack
• •
it isn't tri4.rounded by this eager attention. ern Re rontinsied Tomarrefirte)
rime Dorothea's long
1967 1965 by [No-011y roi:n
Coward NI'•Ca n n Iii''' Coptright
I,
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by Ernie Busluniller

Nancy

YOU'VE BEEN
BAD ALL DAY
SO DON'T
YOU DARE
PUT A HAND
ON THE
TELEV)S)0N
SE T

o

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
YES, KIT...OUT OF THIS" DOCTOR..
PLEASE...
HOUSE...OUT OF 'JOUR LIVES
A • AWAY FROM MY WIFE. 'I
WAS A DEAD MAN
BEFORE AND I'M
ANXIOUS TO RETURN
TO T)IAT STATE,'

GOING OUT,
DOC SAM'?

Lil' Abner
NAiRY BEAST
GONNA WRECK
YOUR LIFE -SO
WNAT You SHOULD
DO IS% •

THAT FIRST HALF
OF EVIL OMEN!!
THAT ALL`lOU
PAID FOR,
CHEAPSKATE!!

COME IN HERE- SHE'S YOUR.
PATIENT, DOC SAM.
PLEASE...
YOU JUST CAN'T UP AND
LEAVE
PIER.

by Al Caps
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Murray Livestock
Market Report

OVER
EVERYDAY LOW,
LOW DISCOUNT PRICES

Federal Sate &tartlet News
Service, 7-23-88 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts 3071 Head, Barrows
and Gifts Steady, Sows, Steady
to 50 Higher.
US 2-3 200-240 llos 820.75-21 25,
Few 1 & 2's $2150;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs 820.25-20 75;
US 2-4 230-250 Ibis $19 75-2025;
US 3-4 250 280 lbs $19.25-29 75;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 816.00-1700;
US 1-3 900-450 lbs 815.50-1600;
US 2-3 400-650 the 814.50-15.50.

5,000

United

79c Value
49c Value
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Say-Rite

AFTER 7 YEARS..

•

Reg. or Super

'Never a
that time
dry, never
that can't
again".

(Cosinsaree From Palm 1)
Then he transferred to a maritime operation called Sea4 Air
Rescue
His outfit was berthed at
Guam, it being a fleet of 115.
ever seen in Memphis.
VG SECURITY FOR RAY—The most elaborate security measures
foot crash boats with a range
armored car brings James Earl Ray, accused of the
as
white
that
evident
are
Tenn
* of up to 15 miles from the
aasemination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.. to Shelby County jail.
Mist. These boats sped to plane
crease-re-Wilt- the view of rtbscoing crews or, if too late for
that, to salvage such evidence
(Continued From Pogo 1)
afloat as to identify the dead
trust he had with the court.
Mr_ Nall was discharged in JanHe evaded questions which he
uary, 1946. with the rank of
could have sensibly answered.
Sergeant.
Meanwhile, at Portland, Ore.,
:This is not in keeping with my
By Thurman Sensing
image of a Chief Justice.
he'd met Miss Mildred Corvrin
of Dallas, Texas. an office workEXECuTivE viCf PRESIDENT
er in the Kaiser Shipyards.
They were married in Los AngeSouthern States Industrial Council
les in mid-war. Upon his disthe Kremlin line. Hungary in
charge they settled to house1956 did not, its uprising crushkeeping at Murray, and he seted by Soviet tanks in a bloody
tled in a docks and harbor job
for Higgins Boat Co., at Eggmight not have episode well-remembered be
it
that
in
tragic
AFTERMATH
Czechs. t,
net's Ferry on Kentucky Lake. ASSASSINATION
occurred, if in his political caThe tragic death of Sen. RoWhat the Soviets would allow
Still Related to Water
energy
his
applied
had
he
reer,
Angeles
in Los
to happen in Czechoslovakia
In 1947 Mr. Nall commenced bert F. Kennedy
the
stressing
to
ambition
and
disturbed the Amerhis longest stint related to wa- has deeply
order. could well effect what happens
and transformed Importance of law and
ter. He was employed by the tar people
of in such other East Bloc nations
account
situation in an A fair and balanced
State to oversee all docks, har- the political
must in- as Hungary and Poland.
career
senator's
the
bors and boats on Kentucky election year.
recognition of his role in
The shock of the senator's clude
.sary to protect them.
Lake for. first, the Department
a lone encouraging movements of so- In
of
hands
the
recently,
at
death
Washington
the
of C.onservation and, next,
tresincluded
that
protest
cial
been compounded
members of the Poor People's
Department of Parks. In this 13. killer has
others.
of
rights
the
highly emotional and pass on
Campaign rampaged in front
year tour of duty he served un- by the
It also is unfortunate that
comments of some
of the -Supreme Court building,
der four Governors — Willis, Irresponsible
commentators. Again, the aides of the late senator, throwing rocks at windows.
Clements. Wetherby, and Chan- television
in
role
his
on
commenting
in
President
death of
Other members of this protect
dler — representing the Re- as after the
Kennedy, there has politics, have not acknowledged group shouted threats at the
publican Party and both fact- John F.
proinner-city
and
campus
that
the illogical theme that
Newsions of the Democratic Party. emerged
source U. S. Attorney General.
Americans share in the guilt test movements are the
attempting to visit the
men,
No firmer evidence is to be all
pubour
in
killing. President John- of serious infection
camp-in on the banks of the
had of a man's inborn knack at the
be commended, in lic life. Indeed it has been re-.Potomac aLso have been threatfor getting along well with son is to
New York Ti mm
his initial comment on the ported by The
ened with violence. Columbia
people.
that that a reputed leader of the .University this spring was the
stressing
for
shooting.
He and Mrs. Nall are the parMovement
Action
Revolutionary
America is not sick apd that
shocking student brio
ents of two sons, William,
as one of scene of
the murder was not committed listed Sen Kennedy
lality against university adMin22, a junior at Murray State
of
forces
the
million people. No so- its targets. When
Members of the clergy
University, and Denny, 16, a by 200
are unleash- istrators.
elety, no matter how well or- civil disobedience
draft board ofinvaded
have
junior at Murray High.
one can
ganized, can completely protect ed in a country, no
and destroyed Selective
fices
It Stuck In His Craw
prominent citizens from attacks tell in what direction they will'Service records. Indeed the enAs we have seen, he came Indetermined fanatics in .'its strike.
by
I tire New Left has a committo the field of insurance blindly
The Killing of Robert F. Kenmidst.
ment to violece to secure its
and impulsively. What is his
of
reminder
cruel
a
is
nedy
What a society' can and must
ends. A militant minority of
reaction to the career that pro
last
the
in
violence
do, however, is to maintain gen- the surge of
dissenting demonstrators in the
bably will engross him from
it is remarkable
eral law and order and to stand year. In a way,
United States has sought to
now on'
not been more
firm against notions of anarchy that there have
overrule the majority of citi"It's great," he says "A thing
government
of
asoassinations
and civil disobedience that are
who give assent to law
my father said when 1 was a
many months, zens
a breeding ground for acts of officials. For
and order and representative
Secreboy stuck in my craw. My fa
and
Johnson
President
personal violence. The • death
government.
er said the joy of insurance is
Rusk have been
of Sen. Kennedy is especially tary of State
Had Robert K. Kennedy demaking
in
play
you
on
part
mobs
the
the targets of Vietnik
widows,
his energies to the cause
voted
of
out
elderly ladies
know what he meant at the their appearances in New York
instead of old women. I didift time, but I know now. It's City and elsewhere_ Massive po- of sound, conservative governlice manpower has been neces- ment, he could have performed
great!'
an outstanding work Instead,
he chose to align :himself with
those who want to "restructure"
the United States, as the New
Left says. Ironically, he was
gunned down by a Man who
had no respect for the law.
It is time for the American
people to fully restore the domestic tranquility that our Constitution states as a goal of our
national life. It is time to curb
the anarchists and to cease the
civil disobedience. If those who
mourn for Sen. Kennedy truly
want to perform a good work
in his memory, they can use
their influence to stop the
marches and demonstrations.
the singing and slogan-shouting
that help create a feveriSh atmosphere in the country.
The laws and customs of the
United States provide ample opportunity for change and reform, where and when the pew
pie desire it. But this nation
Today, Savings Bonds are a better investment than
cannot afford to tolerate change
4
1
/
to
held
And
4
when
maturity.
over. Now they p&y
by violeot meal's. It cannot afmods and
new Freedom Shares pay a full 5% when held to
ford intimidation
organized leftwing groups. it.'
maturity.
cannot afford sitinsocamp-ins.
Freedom Shares are still sold on a one-for-one basis
Lie-ins and other forms of basically irrational activity that lead
with Series E Bonds, but now you can buy the comto wide disturbances, threaten
bination any time at your -bank—and not just on a reglives and property and excite
ular monthly plan as before.
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Letter To Editor.

SENSING THE NEWS

TOP SOVIET.

New higher
interest rates on
Savings Bonds 1
and Freedom Shares
4%,
/
Now U.S. Savings Bonds pay 41
new Freedom Shares pay 5%.

by

The higher interest rate on Savings Bonds applies not
only to the new ones you buy, but to your older ones
too for their remaining period to maturity—generally
effective with the first full six-months interest period
begirning on or after June I. (Outstanding Freedom
Shares are not affected
Buy Bonds mnd new Freedom Shares—help yourself
even more as you're helping your country.
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HAVE YOU TRIED
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Do So Now !
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